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Hamburger
Harold Brunton in academi

By BOB CRAFT
My old friend Lucius P. Stonerap came up to the office the other day and said, "I didn't know?"

Stonerap smiled, "See. And stranger things have happened. They built the Building on the site of the old stables, didn't they?"

"Well..."

"It's that way with Brunton and the parking spaces, you won't believe it until it's too late."

Stonerap leaned back in the office chair confidently smiling. "He leaned back a long way, and started to fall over. He waved his arms to regain his balance. "What a rush! Anyways, that's all of this for."

All what is for..."

Stonerap spoke like an impatient teacher to a tardy pupil, "The construction, man, the construction. It all ties in, all of it. You see, he couldn't just come out and say that he had done away with all the parking spaces. Ahh. Huh. He was too cool about it. Cool. Really cool. What better way than construction? You can tear up streets, burn down buildings, kidnap women, do all sorts of weird unnatural things and nobody'll say anything, because it's CONSTRUCTION. And as we know Construction is Constructive. It's an American thing. Construction, Consumption and Carbohydrate, the three Cs of our culture.

So all these backhoe tears up the streets and wooden walkways are built in the streets and parking lots have at least one entrance clogged up by barricades or something."

"The first phase of the plan is almost completed. That is, the complete extinction of legal parking. Next, students will have to park illegally which will amount to larger fines. Then the closing of both Pickens and Green Streets. The Administration will say since they can't change their long-range plans, Pickens will have to be closed. But since students feel so strongly about the matter, they will close off Green From Assembly to Five Points."

"This of course will make it almost impossible to get a parking space within walking distance of the campus." Stonerap paused.

Then what, Stonerap?

"Nothing simpler," he said grandly. "The University will suffer in enrollment due to the absolute necessity of all students to have cars whether you live in a dorm or not." Then what?

"Brunton turns this place into a real money maker! ACADEMIALAND! It'll be bigger than Disney World! Think of if! Fun Sculptures in reflection pools! A laboratory where you can make your very own monsters! A reenactment of the '70 riots so Mr. and Mrs. Middle America can really see what a campus riot was really like, really laugh. Taste pepper gas, really see cops' charge at them with their badges!